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Concentration for integrable directed polymer models
Christian Noack∗ Philippe Sosoe†
Abstract
In this paper, we consider four integrable models of directed polymers for which the free
energy is known to exhibit KPZ fluctuations. A common framework for the analysis of these
models was introduced in [14].
We derive estimates for the central moments of the partition function, of any order, on the
near-optimal scale N1{3`ǫ, using the iterative method we applied to the semi-discrete polymer
in [9]. Among the innovations exploiting the invariant structure, we develop formulas for
correlations between functions of the free energy and the boundary weights that replace the
Gaussian integration by parts appearing in our previous paper [9].
1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider four models for 1+1 dimensional integrable polymers in random en-
vironment, and study the higher moments of the centered free energy: the log-gamma polymer,
introduced by Seppa¨la¨inen [11]; the strict-weak polymer, which was simultaneously introduced and
analyzed by Corwin-Seppa¨la¨inen-Shen [7] and O’Connell-Ortmann [23]; the beta random walk of
Barraquand and Corwin [13]; and the inverse beta model introduced by Thiery and Le Doussal [26].
The models in question are distinguished because they each possess algebraic structure that
has enabled the verification of several predictions regarding their fluctuations. These include upper
and lower bounds for the variance of the free energy, of order OpN2{3q (see [11] for log-gamma and
[16] for the three other models) as well as asymptotic Tracy-Widom distribution (see [4] for the
log-gamma polymer, the original papers [7, 23, 13] for the strict-weak polymer and beta random
walk models, as well a formal argument for the inverse beta model in [26]). Results of this type
are characteristic of the KPZ universality class [6], and are expected to hold in a more general
setting where the integrable structure is not available, but proving this is out of reach using current
methods.
We note that the techniques used to prove asymptotic Tracy-Widom distribution by relating the
free energy to a Fredholm determinant are markedly different from those that have been used to
obtain variance bounds starting with the work of Seppa¨la¨inen [11]. The ideas in that work have their
origins in earlier work of Seppa¨la¨inen and co-authors on fluctuations of one-dimensional interacting
particle systems [1, 5, 2, 12]. Despite their power, the Bethe ansatz methods used to obtain the
asymptotic distribution are not easily adapted to estimating the size of the central moments.
Here, we build on our previous paper on the O’Connell-Yor polymer [24], a semi-discrete 1+1
dimensional polymer model, to obtain bounds of nearly optimal order for all the central moments
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of the free energy in the stationary version of each of the four models mentioned above. Our main
result, Theorem 1, states that for each k ě 1, the kth central moment of the free energy in a system
of size OpN2q is bounded by OpNk{3`ǫq, where the implicit constant depends on ǫ.
The proof in [9] proceeded by deriving a pair of inequalities which appear related to the physi-
cists’ KPZ scaling relations and which enable an iterative proof of the bound for the order of
fluctuations of the free energy by successive improvements starting from the trivial OpN1{2q bound.
A crucial idea was the repeated application of Gaussian integration by parts to relate cross-terms
involving the ”boundary Brownian motion” component of the free energy and the free energy itself
to quenched cumulants of the first vertical jump of the polymers paths. This tool is not available
in the discrete models we consider here. Nevertheless, we develop a substitute for it by introduc-
ing a sequence of polynomials which play a role analogous to that of Hermite polynomials for the
O’Connell-Yor polymer, and allow us to derive formulas for the cumulants of the partition function
in terms of quenched cumulants of the time of the first jump. Here, the Mellin transform framework
introduced in [14] plays a central role. See Section 4.4.
1.1 The polymer model
To each edge e of the Z2` lattice we assign a positive random weight. The superscripts 1 and 2 are
used to denote horizontal and vertical edge weights, respectively. For z P N2, let Y 1z and Y
2
z denote
the horizontal and vertical incoming edge weights, see Figure 1. We assume that the collection of
pairs tpY 1z , Y
2
z quzPN2 is independent and identically distributed with common distribution pY
1, Y 2q,
but do not insist that Y 1z is independent of Y
2
z . tpY
1
z , Y
2
z quzPN2 are the bulk weights. For x P Nˆt0u,
let R1x denote the horizontal incoming edge weight, and for y P t0u ˆ N, let R
2
y denote the vertical
incoming edge weight. We take the collections tR1xuxPNˆt0u and tR
2
yuyPt0uˆN to independent and
identically distributed, with common distributions R1 and R2. We refer to these as the horizon-
tal and vertical boundary weights, respectively. We further assume that the horizontal boundary
weights, the vertical boundary weights, and the bulk weights are independent of each other. This
assignment of edge weights is illustrated in Figure 1. We call
ω “ tR1x, R
2
y, pY
1
z , Y
2
z q : x P Nˆ t0u, y P t0u ˆ N, z P N
2u (1)
the polymer environment. We use P and E to denote the probability measure and corresponding
expectation of the polymer environment.
The weight of a path is given by the product of the weights along its edges. For pm,nq P
Z2`ztp0, 0qu we define a probability measure on all up-right paths from p0, 0q to pm,nq. See Figure
2 for an example of an up-right path. Let Πm,n denote the collection of all such paths. We
identify paths x‚ “ px0, x1, . . . , xm`nq either their sequence of vertices or their sequence of edges
pe1, . . . , em`nq, where ei “ txi´1, xiu, as convenient. Define the quenched polymer measure on
Πm,n,
Qm,npx‚q :“
1
Zm,n
m`nź
i“1
ωei ,
where ωe is the weight associated to the edge e and
Zm,n :“
ÿ
x‚PΠm,n
m`nź
i“1
ωei
2
R20,j
R1i,0
Y 1z
Y 2z
z
Figure 1: Assignment of edge weights.
is the associated partition function. At the origin, define Z0,0 :“ 1. Taking the expectation E of
the quenched measure with respect to the edge weights gives the annealed measure on Πm,n,
Pm,npx‚q :“ ErQm,npx‚qs. (2)
The annealed expectation will be denoted by Em,n.
Figure 2: An up-right path from p0, 0q to p5, 5q.
We specify the edge weight distributions for the four stationary polymer models. The notation
X „ Gapα, βq is used to denote that a random variable is gammapα, βq distributed, i.e. has density
1
Γpαq
βαxα´1e´βx
supported on p0,8q, where Γpαq “
ş8
0
xα´1e´xdx is the gamma function. X „ Bepα, βq is used to
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say that X is betapα, βq distributed, i.e. has density
Γpα` βq
ΓpαqΓpβq
xα´1p1´ xqβ´1,
supported on p0, 1q. We then use X „ Ga´1pα, βq and X „ Be´1pα, βq to denote that X´1 „
Gapα, βq and X´1 „ Bepα, βq, respectively. We also use X „
`
Be´1pα, βq ´ 1
˘
to denote that
X ` 1 „ Be´1pα, βq.
Each of the four models we consider is obtained by choosing the distribution of the boundary
and bulk weights according to one of the four following specifications:
• Inverse-gamma (IG): This is also known as the log-gamma model. Assume µ ą θ ą 0, β ą
0 and
R1 „ Ga´1pµ´ θ, βq R2 „ Ga´1pθ, βq
pY 1, Y 2q “ pX,Xq where X „ Ga´1pµ, βq.
(3)
• Gamma (G): This is also known as the strict-weak model. Assume θ, µ, β ą 0 and
R1 „ Gapµ` θ, βq R2 „ Be´1pθ, µq
pY 1, Y 2q “ pX, 1q where X „ Gapµ, βq.
(4)
• Beta (B): Assume θ, µ, β ą 0 and
R1 „ Bepµ` θ, βq R2 „ Be´1pθ, µq
pY 1, Y 2q “ pX, 1´Xq where X „ Bepµ, βq.
(5)
• Inverse-beta (IB): Assume µ ą θ ą 0, β ą 0 and
R1 „ Be´1pµ´ θ, βq R2 „
`
Be´1pθ, β ` µ´ θq ´ 1
˘
pY 1, Y 2q “ pX,X ´ 1q where X „ Be´1pµ, βq.
(6)
Note that each of these four choices in fact generates a family of models by choosing different values
of the parameters µ, θ, β. The name of each model refers to the distribution of the bulk weights.
We call these models the four basic beta-gamma models.
1.2 Main Result
Having defined the models we will consider, we are now ready to state our main result. Given a
path x‚ P Πm,n, define the exit points of the path from the horizontal and vertical axes by
t1 :“ maxti : pi, 0q P x‚u and t2 :“ maxtj : p0, jq P x‚u. (7)
Theorem 1. Assume that the polymer environment has edge weight distributions R1, R2, pY 1, Y 2q
as in one of (3) through (6), and let pm,nq “ pmN , nNq
8
N“1 be a sequence such that
|mN ´NVarrlogR
2s| ď γN2{3 and |nN ´NVarrlogR
1s| ď γN2{3 (8)
4
for some fixed γ ą 0. Then for every ǫ ą 0 and p ą 0, there exists a constant C “ Cpǫ, pq ą 0 such
that for any n P N,
Er|logZm,n|
ps ď CN
1
3
p`ǫ and (9)
Em,nrptjq
ps ď CN
2
3
p`ǫ for both j “ 1, 2. (10)
We also obtain exact formulas for the cumulants of the free energy, see Corollary 4.8.
1.3 Outline of the paper
In Section 2, after establishing some basic notation, we recall the Mellin transform framework
introduced in [14], where it was noticed that the four basic beta-gamma models can be treated
simultaneously.
In Section 3, we recall the ”down-right” property shared by the four basic beta-gamma models.
This is a consequence of the stronger Burke property, and implies in particular that the free energy
can be written as the sum of two i.i.d. sums of order OpNq see (13). Understanding the fluctuations
of the free energy becomes equivalent to understanding the correlation between these two sums,
or equivalently the correlation between one of them and the free energy. This is manifested in the
expansion for the cumulants of the free energy appearing in Lemma 3.1.
In Section 4, we develop a formula of ”integration by parts” type, which expresses certain
correlations appearing in the expansion for the cumulant in terms of derivatives of expectations of
moments of the free energy with respect to the parameter in the boundary weights. See Lemma
4.1. We use this to obtain formulas relating the the cumulants of the free energy to expectations
of productions of quenched cumulants of t1, the first jump in the system. See Corollary 4.8.
In Section 5, we prove our main result. The key idea here is that the formulas obtained in
Section 4 allow one to get improved estimates (compared to the trivial OpN1{2q for the moments
of the free energy given estimates for the annealed moments of t1. See Lemma 5.7. Conversely, an
inequality due essentially to Seppa¨la¨inen [11] relates the moments of t1 to moments of the centered
free energy. Iterating through these two inequalities a finite number of times, we can obtain bounds
that are arbitrarily close to order N1{3.
2 Preliminaries and notation
2.1 Notation
We let N “ t1, 2, . . .u, Z` “ t0, 1, . . .u, while R denotes the real numbers.
Let txu denote the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Let _ and ^ denote maximum and
minimum, respectively:
a_ b “ maxta, bu,
a^ b “ minta, bu.
Given a real valued function f , let supppfq “ tx : fpxq ‰ 0u denote the support of the function
f (note that we do not insist on taking the closure of this set).
Given a random variable X with finite expectation, we let
X “ X ´ ErXs.
The symbol b is used to denote (independent) product distribution.
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2.2 The Mellin transform framework
Here we introduce a framework, developed in [14], which allows us to treat the four basic beta-
gamma models simultaneously.
Given a function f : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q, write Mf for its Mellin transform
Mfpaq :“
ż 8
0
xa´1fpxqdx
for any a P R such that the integral converges. Define
DpMf q :“ interiorpta P R : 0 ăMfpaq ă 8uq.
Definition 2.1. Given a function f : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q such that DpMf q is non-empty, we define a
family of densities on p0,8q parametrized by a P DpMf q:
ρf,apxq :“Mfpaq
´1xa´1fpxq. (11)
We write X „ mf paq to denote that the random variable X has density ρf,a.
Remark 2. If f : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q is such that DpMf q is non-empty, then Mf is C
8 throughout
DpMf q. Furthermore, if X „ mf paq, then
1. logX has finite exponential moments. That is, there exists some ǫ ą 0 such that
Ereǫ| logX|s ď ErXǫs ` ErX´ǫs “
Mf pa` ǫq `Mfpa´ ǫq
Mf paq
ă 8.
2. For all k P N,
Bk
Bak
Mfpaq “MfpaqErplogXq
ks.
3. κkplogXq “ ψ
f
k paq, where
ψ
f
k paq :“
Bk`1
Bak`1
logMf paq for k P Z`.
2.3 The four basic beta-gamma models are Mellin-type
The random variables appearing in each of the four basic beta-gamma models have densities of the
form (11), for various choices of f , which we specify here. In the table below, we assume b ą 0 and
a P DpMf q.
fpxq mf paq
e´bx Gapa, bq
e´b{x Ga´1p´a, bq
p1 ´ xqb´11t0ăxă1u Bepa, bq
p1´ 1
x
qb´11txą1u Be
´1p´a, bq
p x
x`1 q
b Be´1p´a, b` aq ´ 1
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To express the distribution of the polymer environment in each of the four models given in (3)
through (6) within the above framework, we let
pR1, R2, Xq „ mf1pa1q bmf2pa2q bmf1pa3q, (12)
where the functions f1, f2 and parameters aj , j “ 1, 2, 3 are given in the table in Figure 3. Recall
that in each of the models, pY 1, Y 2q are given in terms of X . For Table 3 we assume µ, β ą 0.
Model f1pxq f2pxq pa1, a2, a3q
IG e´β{x e´β{x pθ ´ µ,´θ,´µq θ P p0, µq
G e´βx p1´ 1
x
qµ´11txą1u pµ` θ,´θ, µq θ P p0,8q
B p1´ xqβ´11t0ăxă1u p1´
1
x
qµ´11txą1u pµ` θ,´θ, µq θ P p0,8q
IB p1´ 1
x
qβ´11txą1u p
x
x`1 q
pβ`µq pθ ´ µ,´θ,´µq θ P p0, µq
Figure 3: Functions and parameters to fit the four basic beta-gamma models into the Mellin
framework.
When the polymer environment is as in (12) with parameters pa1, a2q, we use P
pa1,a2q, Epa1,a2q,
Varpa1,a2q, Covpa1,a2q in place of P, E, Var, Cov respectively.
Remark 3. For each fixed value of the bulk parameter a3, we obtain a family of models with
boundary parameters a1 and a2 satisfying a1 ` a2 “ a3.
3 The down-right property
Write α1 “ p1, 0q, α2 “ p0, 1q. For k “ 1, 2 define ratios of partition functions
Rkx :“
Zx
Zx´αk
for all x such that x´ αk P Z
2
`.
Note that these extend the definitions of R1i,0 and R
2
0,j , since for example Zi,0 “
śi
k“1R
1
k,0. We
say that π “ tπkukPZ is a down-right path in Z
2
` if πk P Z
2
` and πk`1 ´ πk P tα1,´α2u for each
k P Z. To each edge along a down-right path we associate the random variable
Λtπk´1,πku :“
#
R1πk if tπk´1, πku is horizontal,
R2πk´1 if tπk´1, πku is vertical.
The following definition is a weaker form of the Burke property, see [11, Theorem 3.3].
Definition 3.1. Say the polymer model has the down-right property if for all down-right paths
π “ tπkukPZ, the random variables
Λpπq :“ tΛtπk´1,πku : k P Zu
are independent and each R1πk and R
2
πk
appearing in the collection are respectively distributed as R1
and R2.
Proposition 3.1. Each of the four basic beta-gamma models, (3) through (6), possesses the down-
right property.
See Proposition 2.3 of [14].
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3.1 Consequences of the down-right property
The free energy has two useful expressions.
logZm,n “W `N “ S ` E (13)
where
Wn :“
nÿ
j“1
logR20,j , Em :“
nÿ
j“1
logR2m,j, Nn :“
mÿ
i“1
logR1i,n, Sm :“
mÿ
i“1
logR1i,0.
Notice that Wn “ logZ0,n and Sm “ logZm,0. If the model possesses the down-right property (see
Definition 3.1), then Wn, Em, Nn, Sm are each sums of i.i.d. random variables.
Recall that if the random variables X1, . . . , Xk have finite exponential moments, then their joint
cumulant is defined by
κpX1, . . . , Xkq :“
Bk
Bξ1 . . . Bξk
logEre
řk
j“1 ξjXj s
ˇˇˇ
ξi“0
. (14)
Alternatively, the joint cumulant can be written as a combination of products of expectations
of the underlying random variables:
κpX1, . . . , Xkq “
ÿ
πPP
p|π| ´ 1q!p´1q|π|´1
ź
BPπ
E
«ź
iPB
Xi
ff
(15)
where P ranges over partitions π of t1, . . . , ku and |A| stands for the size of the set A. In the case
where X1 “ X2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Xk “ X , the joint cumulant reduces to the k-th cumulant of X which we
denote by κkpXq.
Lemma 3.1. Assume the polymer environment is such that | logR1|, | logR2|, | log Y 1|, and | log Y 2|
all have finite exponential moments. Then, for any positive integer k,
κkplogZm,nq “ κkpEnq ´ p´1q
kκkpSmq ´
k´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qk´jκplogZm,n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , logZm,nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
j times
, Sm, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Smloooooomoooooon
k´j times
q and
(16)
κkplogZm,nq “ κkpNmq ´ p´1q
kκkpW q ´
k´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qk´jκplogZm,n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , logZm,nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
j times
,Wn, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Wnloooooomoooooo
k´j times
q.
(17)
Moreover, if the polymer model also possesses the down-right property, then
κkpEnq “ κkpWnq “ nκkpR
1q and
κkpNmq “ κkpSmq “ mκkpR
2q.
Proof. By Lemma B.1, logZm,n, Nm, Sm, En,Wn all have finite exponential moments, so their
cumulants and joint cumulants exist. By (13), En “ logZm,n ´ Sn. Since the joint cumulant is
8
multi-linear,
κkpEnq “
kÿ
j“0
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qk´jκplogZm,n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , logZm,nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
j times
, Sm, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Smloooooomoooooon
k´j times
q.
The j “ k term in the summand is κkplogZm,nq and the j “ 0 term is p´1q
kκkpSmq. Rearranging
yields equation (16). To obtain equation (17), apply the same argument with pNm,Wnq in place of
pEn, Smq. For the last part of the Lemma use the fact that κkpX ` Y q “ κkpXq ` κkpY q if X and
Y are independent.
Remark 4. Each of the four basic beta-gamma models satisfy the moment conditions of Lemma
3.1.
4 Formulas for the central moments
In the next two sections, we give an exact formula for the terms appearing in the summands on the
right-hand side of (16). The same arguments can be used to obtain analogous estimates for (17),
but as will be apparent in Section 5 the estimates in (16) will be sufficient to obtain Theorem 1.
4.1 Integration by parts type formula
Referring to the notation in Section 2.2, fix an integer r ě 1 and let fk : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q for
k “ 1, . . . , r and a0 ă a ă a1 be real numbers such that ra0, a1s Ă X
r
k“1DpMfkq. Consider a
collection of independent random variables tXku
r
k“1 where Xk „ mfkpaq for all 1 ď k ď r, and let
Ea corresponds to the expectation over these random variables. Finally, define
T :“
rÿ
k“1
logXk.
We introduce a sequence tpnpt, a; rquně0 of n-th degree polynomials in s defined recursively by
p0pt, a; rq “ 1
pnpt, a; rq “
B
Ba
pn´1pt, a; rq ` pn´1pt, a; rqpt ´ E
arT sq for n ě 1. (18)
Note that the dependence of pnp¨, ¨; rq on r is polynomial, a fact we use explicitly later in our
argument (see Proposition 5.1).
The following lemma extends Lemma B.2 from [14].
Lemma 4.1. A : Rr Ñ R be a measurable function such that EarApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrq
2s ă 8 for all
a P ra0, a1s. Then
Bn
Ban
E
arApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xrqs “ E
arApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XrqpnpT, a; rqs. (19)
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Proof. The joint density of plogX1, logX2, . . . , logXrq is given by
gpx1, . . . , xrq “
ea
řr
k“1 xkśr
k“1Mfkpaq
rź
k“1
fkpe
xkq.
Thus the density of T “
řr
k“1 logXk is
haptq “
eatśr
k“1Mfkpaq
ż
Rr´1
f1pe
x1qf2pe
x2´x1q . . . frpe
t´xr´1qdx1, . . . , xr´1. (20)
Therefore, the joint density of plogX1, logX2, . . . , logXrq given that T “ t is given by
gpx1, . . . , xrq1t
ř
r
k“1 xk“tu
haptq
“
śr
k“1 fkpe
xkqş
Rr´1
f1pex1qf2pex2´x1q . . . frpet´xr´1qdx1, . . . , xr´1
, (21)
which has no a-dependence. Recursion (18) and BBahaptq “ haptqpt ´ E
arT sq inductively imply
Bn
Ban
haptq “ haptqpnpt, a; rq for all n P Z`. (22)
By (21) and (22),
Bn
Ban
E
arApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xkqs “
Bn
Ban
ż
R
E
arApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xkq|T “ tshaptqdt
“
ż
R
E
arApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xkq|T “ ts
Bn
Ban
haptqdt
“
ż
R
E
arApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xkq|T “ tshaptqpnpt, a; rqdt
“ Ea
´
ApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XkqpnpT, a; rq
¯
.
The interchanging of the n-th derivative and the integral will be justified by the bound:ż
R
Er|AptXku
r
k“1q|
ˇˇ
T “ ts sup
aPra0,a1s
ˇˇˇˇ
Bn
Ban
haptq
ˇˇˇˇ
dt ă 8. (23)
To obtain this bound first notice that recursion (18) implies that pnpt, aq are degree n polynomials
in t with coefficients that are smooth in a. Thus, by (22), there exist constants 0 ă Cn ă 8
independent of t such that
sup
aPra0,a1s
ˇˇˇˇ
Bn
Ban
haptq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cnp1` |t|q
n sup
aPra0,a1s
haptq. (24)
Once we show that there is a constant C depending only on a0 and a1 such that
sup
aPra0,a1s
haptq ď ha0ptq ` Cha1ptq for all s P R, (25)
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(24) will give the bound (23) sinceż
R
Er|AptXku
r
k“1q| | T “ tsp1` |t|q
nhaj ptqdt “ E
aj r|AptXku
r
k“1q|p1 ` |T |q
ns
ď Eaj rpAptXku
r
k“1qq
2s
1
2E
aj rp1` |T |q2ns
1
2 .
This is finite since Eaj rAptXku
r
k“1q
2s ă 8 by assumption, and T is a sum of independent random
variables with finite exponential moments. All that is left to do is verify the bound (25). To
accomplish this, notice that equation (20) implies
B
Ba
log haptq “ t´ E
arT s. (26)
Since EarT s “
řr
k“1 ψ
fk
0 paq, a ÞÑ E
arT s is an increasing function (recall that d
da
ψ
fk
0 paq “ ψ
fk
1 paq “
VarrXks ą 0). Therefore, for all t ď E
a0 rT s, the function a ÞÑ haptq is non-increasing on ra0, a1s
which gives
sup
aPra0,a1s
haptq ď ha0ptq for all t ď E
a0rT s.
On the other hand, if t ą Ea0 rT s, then
B
Ba
log
´
haptq exp
`
apEa1 rT s ´ Ea0 rT sq
˘¯
“ t´ EarT s ` Ea1 rT s ´ Ea0 rT s ą 0 (27)
for all a P ra0, a1s. Thus, for all t ą E
a0 rT s,
a ÞÑ haptq exp
´
apEa1 rT s ´ Ea0 rT sq
¯
is increasing on the interval ra0, a1s. Therefore
sup
aPra0,a1s
haptq ď C3ha1ptq for all t ą E
a0 rT s
where C “ exp
´
pa1 ´ a0qpE
a1 rT s ´ Ea0 rT sq
¯
. Combining (26) and (27) gives the desired result.
Lemma 4.2. Assume the polymer environment satisfies R1i,0 „ mf paq for all i ě 1. Let k ě 2 and
1 ď j ď k. For r ě 1, let
Sr :“
rÿ
i“1
R1i,0.
Then,
κp logZm,n, . . . , logZm,nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
j times
, Sr, . . . , Srloooomoooon
k´j times
q “ κplogZm,n, . . . , logZm,nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
j times
, Sr, . . . , Srloooomoooon
k´j times
q
“
ÿ
πPP
p|π| ´ 1q!p´1q|π|´1
ź
BPπ
E
”
plogZm,nq
|BXt1,...,ju|p|BXtj`1,...,ku|pSr, a; rq
ı
` rψfk´jpaq
(28)
where P ranges over partitions π of t1, . . . , ku such that no block B P π is contained in tj`1, . . . , ku,
and pkps, aq are polynomials recursively defined by (18) in the case fj “ f for all j.
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Proof. Introduce the function
gps, a; rq :“ eas´r logMf paq.
Note that
B
Ba
eas´r logMf paq “ ps´ rψf0 paqqgps, a; rq,
so
B
Ba
`
gps, a; rqpk´1ps, a; rq
˘
“ gps, a; rq
B
Ba
pk´1ps, a; rq ` gps, a; rqpk´1ps, a; rqps´ rψ
f
0 paqq
“ gps, a; rqpkps, a; rq.
Rearranging, this gives
pkps, a; rq “
1
gps, a; rq
B
Ba
`
gps, a; rqpk´1ps, a; rq
˘
“ ...
“
1
gps, a; rq
Bl
Bal
pgps, a; rqpk´lps, a; rqq.
Letting l “ k, we have
pkps, a; rq “
Bk
Bak
gps, a; rq
gps, a; rq
.
By Taylor equation expansion, we have
gps, a` λ; rq “
8ÿ
k“0
λk
k!
Bk
Bak
gps, a; rq,
which yields the generating function for the polynomials pkps, a; rq:
gps, a` λ; rq
gps, a; rq
“ eλs
ˆ
Mfpaq
Mfpa` λq
˙r
“
8ÿ
k“0
λk
k!
pkps, a; rq. (29)
Using this, we have a formula for joint cumulants, as follows. Recall
κkpA, . . . , Alooomooon
j times
, Sr, . . . , Srloooomoooon
k´j times
q “
B
Bξ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bξk
logErepξ1`¨¨¨`ξjqAepξj`1`¨¨¨`ξkqSr s
ˇˇˇ
ξi“0
.
Inserting the generating function (29), we have
epξj`1`¨¨¨`ξkqSr “
`Mfpa` ξj`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ξkq
Mfpaq
˘r 8ÿ
l“0
pξj`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξkq
lplpSr, a; rq
l!
Taking expectations, then logarithms, we have
logErepξ1`¨¨¨`ξjqA
8ÿ
l“0
pξj`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξkq
l
l!
plpSr, a; rqs ´ r logMf paq ` r logMfpa` ξj`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξkq
12
.
Setting A “ logZm,n and taking derivates with respect to the ξi’s, then evaluating them at zero
gives (28).
The only part of the statement that still requires comment is the assertion that partitions P
with a block contained in tj ` 1, . . . , ku make a zero contribution. This is because
ErpnpSr, a; rqs “ 0
for n ě 1, as follows from (19) with A ” 1.
4.2 Coupling of polymer environments
In order to compare polymer environments with different parameters, we use a coupling to express
the boundary weights as functions of i.i.d. uniformp0, 1q random variables.
Recall the notation from Section 2.2. Suppose f : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q is a smooth function on its
support, supppfq is open, and DpMf q is non-empty. Define F
f : DpMf q ˆ p0,8q Ñ r0, 1s by
F f pa, xq :“
1
Mf paq
ż x
0
ya´1fpyqdy.
For fixed a P DpMf q, x ÞÑ F
f pa, xq is the cdf of a random variable with X „ mf paq. Note that
F f pa, ¨q is a bijection between supppfq and p0, 1q. For a P DpMf q, let H
f pa, ¨q be the inverse of
F f pa, ¨q defined on p0, 1q. By the inverse function theorem, Hf : DpMf q ˆ p0, 1q Ñ supppfq is a
smooth function in both of its variables satisfying
B
Ba
logHf pa, xq “ Lf pa,Hf pa, xqq, (30)
where
Lfpa, xq :“
1
xafpxq
ż x
0
ya´1pψf0 paq ´ log yqfpyqdy.
Another expression for Lf shows that it is a strictly positive function:
Lfpa, xq “
´1
xafpxq
CovplogX,1tXďxuq ą 0. (31)
Since f is smooth, Lf is smooth as a function on DpMf qˆsupppfq. Note that if η is a uniformp0, 1q
distributed random variable, then Hf pa, ηq „ mf paq for every a P DpMf q. This gives us a useful
coupling as follows.
Fix m,n P N and an environment ω on the square with lower-left corner p0, 0q and upper-right
corner pm,nq. Assume the random variables attached to the southern boundary R1i,0 all have mf paq
distributions. Fix 1 ď r ď m and let tηiu
r
i“1 be i.i.d. uniformp0, 1q distributed random variables
which are also independent of the original environment ω. Now create a new environment ω˜ by
replacing R1i,0 in the original environment along the southern boundary by R˜
1
i,0 :“ H
f pa, ηiq only
for i “ 1, . . . , r. This new environment is equal in distribution to the old one, ω˜
d
“ ω. Write
Zm,npaq :“ Z
ω˜
m,n “
ÿ
x¨PΠm,n
m`nź
i“1
ω˜pxi´1,xiq “
ÿ
x¨PΠm,n
t1px¨q^rź
i“1
R˜1i,0
m`nź
i“t1px¨q^r`1
ωpxi´1,xiq,
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where t1px¨q :“ maxti ě 0 : xi “ pi, 0qu, i.e. the exit time from the southern boundary. By equation
(30),
B
Ba
R˜1i,0 “ R˜
1
i,0L
fpa, R˜1i,0q. (32)
Therefore
B
Ba
logZm,npaq “ E˜
a
m,nr
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lf pa, R˜1i,0qs, (33)
where E˜am,nrfpx¨qs is defined to be the expectation of the function f of up-right paths x¨ under the
quenched probability measure
Q˜am,npx¨q :“
1
Zm,npaq
m`nź
i“1
ω˜pxi´1,xiq “
1
Zm,npaq
t1px¨q^rź
i“1
R˜1i,0
m`nź
i“t1px¨q^r`1
ωpxi´1,xiq.
By (32) and (33),
B
Ba
log Q˜am,npx¨q “
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lfpa, R˜1i,0q ´ E˜
a
m,nr
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lfpa, R˜1i,0qs. (34)
4.3 Derivatives with respect to boundary parameters
We now use equation (34) to provide a recursion which will help determine B
k
Bak
logZm,npaq.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose G : DpMf q ˆ supppfq Ñ R is a C
k function. Then the function rBG :
DpMf q ˆ supppfq Ñ R defined by
B˜Gpa, xq :“
BG
Ba
pa, xq ` xLfpa, xq
BG
Bx
pa, xq (35)
is Ck´1 and satisfies the two equations:
B˜Gpa, R˜1i,0q “
B
Ba
Gpa, R˜1i,0q
B
Ba
E˜am,n
»–t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q
fifl “ E˜am,n
»–t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
B˜Gpa, R˜1i,0q
fifl (36)
` ĄCovam,n
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q,
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lf pa, R˜1i,0q‚˛,
where ĄCovam,n stands for the covariance under rEam,n.
Proof. By equation (32),
B
Ba
Gpa, R˜1i,0q “
BG
Ba
pa, R˜1i,0q `
B
Ba
R˜1i,0
BG
Bx
pa, R˜1i,0q “ G1pa, R˜
1
i,0q.
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E˜am,n
»–t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q
fifl “ ÿ
x¨PΠm,n
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q‚˛Q˜am,npx¨q.
Therefore,
B
Ba
E˜am,n
»–t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q
fifl “ ÿ
x¨PΠm,n
B
Ba
¨˝¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q‚˛Q˜am,npx¨q‚˛
“
ÿ
x¨PΠm,n
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
B
Ba
Gpa, R˜1i,0q‚˛Q˜am,npx¨q (37)
`
ÿ
x¨PΠm,n
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q‚˛ BBaQ˜am,npx¨q. (38)
By the first part of the lemma, the right-hand side of (37) equals E˜am,n
”řt1px¨q^r
i“1 G1pa, R˜
1
i,0q
ı
.
Using equation (34), (38) equals
ÿ
x¨PΠm,n
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q‚˛
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lfpa, R˜1i,0q ´ E˜
a
m,n
»–t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lf pa, R˜1i,0q
fifl‚˛Q˜am,npx¨q
“ E˜am,n
»–¨˝t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q‚˛
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lfpa, R˜1i,0q‚˛
fifl
´ E˜am,n
»–t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q
fifl E˜am,n
»–t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lfpa, R˜1i,0q
fifl
“ ĄCovam,n
¨˝
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Gpa, R˜1i,0q,
t1px¨q^rÿ
i“1
Lf pa, R˜1i,0q‚˛.
Letting κ˜akpX1, . . . , Xkq denote the quenched joint cumulant of k random variables with respect
to E˜am,n, repeated application of (36) and the chain rule give:
Lemma 4.4. For g1, . . . , gk P C
8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq,
B
Ba
κ˜ak
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
g1pa, R˜
1
i,0q,
t1^rÿ
i“1
g2pa, R˜
1
i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
gkpa, R˜
1
i,0q
¸
“
ÿ
δ1`¨¨¨`δk“1
δiě0
κ˜ak
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜δ1g1pa, R˜
1
i,0q,
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜δ2g2pa, R˜
1
i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜δkgkpa, R˜
1
i,0q
¸
`κ˜ak`1
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
g1pa, R˜
1
i,0q,
t1^rÿ
i“1
g2pa, R˜
1
i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
gkpa, R˜
1
i,0q,
t1^rÿ
i“1
Lf pa, R˜1i,0q
¸
.
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Proof. Write Xlpaq :“
řt1^r
i“1 glpa, R˜
1
i,0q for l “ 1, . . . , k. We will perturb the parameter in the
environment and the parameters in the arguments of the cumulant separately. To this end, define
F pa, bq :“ κ˜bk
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
g1pa, R˜
1
i,0q,
t1^rÿ
i“1
g2pa, R˜
1
i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
gkpa, R˜
1
i,0q
¸
.
Using equation (32) and multi-linearity of the joint cumulant gives
B
Ba
F pa, bq “
ÿ
δ1`¨¨¨`δk“1
δiě0
κ˜bk
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜δ1g1pa, R˜
1
i,0q,
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜δ2g2pa, R˜
1
i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜δkgkpa, R˜
1
i,0q
¸
.
Now define Y pbq :“
řt1^r
i“1 L
f pb,Kfpb, ηiqq. Then
B
Bb
E˜bm,nre
řk
l“1 ξlXlpaqs “ E˜bm,nre
řk
l“1 ξlXlpaqY pbqs
where the centering is respect to E˜am,n. Thus
B
Bb
F pa, bq “
B
Bξ1 . . . Bξk
B
Bb
log E˜bm,nre
řk
l“1 ξlXlpaqs
ˇˇˇ
ξ1“¨¨¨“ξk“0
“
B
Bξ1 . . . Bξk`1
log E˜bm,nre
řk
l“1 ξlXlpaq`ξk`1Y pbqs
ˇˇˇ
ξ1“¨¨¨“ξk“ξk`1“0
“ κ˜bk`1
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
g1pa, R˜
1
i,0q,
t1^rÿ
i“1
g2pa, R˜
1
i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
gkpa, R˜
1
i,0q, Y pbq
¸
. (39)
Combining (4.3) and (39) gives
B
Ba
F pa, aq “
ˆ
BF
Ba
pa, bq `
BF
Bb
pa, bq
˙ ˇˇˇ
b“a
yielding the desired result.
Equation (33) and repeated application of the previous lemma now give
Corollary 4.5.
Bk
Bak
logZm,npaq “
kÿ
j“1
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k´j
ℓiě0
κ˜aj
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜ℓ1Lfpa, R˜1i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜ℓjLfpa, R˜1i,0q
¸
.
Note that the j “ k-th term is the k-th quenched cumulant of
řt1^r
i“1 L
f pa, R˜1i,0q.
4.4 Application of integration by parts
We now use the results obtained in this section thus far to provide exact expressions for the cumu-
lants of the partition function logZm,n (see Corollary 4.8).
We now impose the following assumption on f to have control of the moments of B˜kLf .
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Hypothesis 1. Assume f has non-empty, open support supppfq, non-empty DpMf q, f is smooth
on its support, and for every k P Z`, there exist Ck P CpDpMf qq, continuous functions on DpMf q,
such that ˇˇˇ
B˜kLf pa, xq
ˇˇˇ
ď Ckpaq
`
1` | log x|k`1
˘
for all pa, xq P DpMf q ˆ supppfq.
The following theorem says that all functions appearing in the four models (3), (4), (5), (6)
satisfy this hypothesis.
Theorem 5. Let f be one of the functions appearing in Table 2.3, meaning f corresponds to a
gamma, inverse-gamma, beta, inverse-beta, or beta-prime distribution. Then f satisfies Hypothesis
1.
The proof of Theorem 6 is relegated to the appendix.
Lemma 4.6. Assume f satisfies Hypothesis 1. Let ra0, a1s Ă DpMf q, η „ uniformp0, 1q, and
k P N. Then the random variable
sup
aPra0,a1s
ˇˇˇrBkLf pa,Hf pa, ηqqˇˇˇ
has finite moments of all orders.
Proof. Put Y :“ supaPra0,a1s
ˇˇˇrBkLfpa,Hf pa, ηqqˇˇˇ. By Hypothesis 1, there exists a constant C ą 0
such that ˇˇˇrBkLf pa,Hf pa, ηqqˇˇˇ ď C `1` | logHf pa, ηqq|k`1˘ (40)
ď C
`
1` | logHf pa0, ηqq|
k`1 ` | logHf pa1, ηqq|
k`1
˘
. (41)
The last inequality follows from the monotonicity a ÞÑ Hf pa, xq (by equations (31) and (30)) and
holds for all a P ra0, a1s. Since H
f paj , ηq „ mf pajq for j “ 0, 1, and a0, a1 P DpMf q, both
logHf pa0, ηq and logH
f pa1, ηq have finite exponential moments. Thus Y has finite moments of all
orders.
Now write P˜, E˜ for the probability measure and expectation corresponding to the environment
ω˜, as defined in Section 4.2, and P, E for probability measure and expectation corresponding to the
environment ω. Write
rσ0pt1 ^ rq :“ logZm,npaq ´ rErlogZm,npaqs and
rσkpt1 ^ rq :“ Bk
Bak
logZm,npaq for k P N.
Similarly, define
σ0pt1 ^ rq :“ logZm,n ´ ErlogZm,ns and
σkpt1 ^ rq :“
kÿ
j“1
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k´j
ℓiě0
κ
Q
j
˜
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜ℓ1Lfpa,R1i,0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
t1^rÿ
i“1
B˜ℓjLfpa,R1i,0q
¸
for k P N, (42)
(43)
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where κQk pX1, . . . , Xkq denotes the joint-cumulant of the random variableX1, . . . , Xk with respect to
the quenched measure Qm,n. By Corollary 4.5, σkpt1^rq
d
“ σ˜akpt1^rq. Recall that our environment
ω˜ has only changed the southern boundary random variables between the origin and the point pr, 0q,
so logZm,npaq only has an a-dependence between these points.
Lemma 4.7. If f satisfies Hypothesis 1 and Sr “
řr
i“1 logR
1
i,0, then for any j, k ě 0,
Er
`
logZm,n
˘j
pkpSr, a; rqs “
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k
ℓiě0
k!
ℓ1! ¨ ¨ ¨ ℓj !
E
«
jź
i“1
σℓipt1 ^ rq
ff
. (44)
Proof. Write gpaq :“ EarlogZm,ns. Then the left-hand side of equation (44) is equal to
ErplogZm,n ´ gpbqq
j
pkpSr, a; rqs
ˇˇ
b“a
.
Fix b P DpMf q and let F be the sigma-algebra generated by the random variables R
1
1,0 . . . , R
1
r,0.
Then there exists a measurable function function A : Rr Ñ R such that ApR11,0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , R
1
r,0q “
ErplogZm,n ´ gpbqq
j |Fs almost surely. By Lemma A.1 from [14], A P L2pPq. Since Sr P F , Lemma
4.1 gives
ErplogZm,n ´ gpbqq
jpkpSr, a; rqqs “ E
arApR11,0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , R
1
r,0qpkpSr, a; rqqs (45)
“
Bk
Bak
E
arApR11,0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , R
1
r,0qqs (46)
“
Bk
Bak
ErplogZm,n ´ gpbqq
j
s, (47)
where Ea emphasizes that we are only taking expectations over tR1i,0u
r
i“1. Now fix a0 and a1 such
that a P ra0, a1s Ă DpMf q. Using Corollary 4.5, Lemma 4.6, and t1 ď m, we see that
rE« sup
aPra0,a1s
ˇˇˇˇ
Bk
Bak
plogZm,npaq ´ gpbqq
j
ˇˇˇˇff
ă 8.
Thus
(47) “
Bk
Bak
E˜
”
plogZm,npaq ´ gpbqq
j
ı
“ E˜
„
Bk
Bak
plogZm,npaq ´ gpbqq
j

“
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k
ℓiě0
k!
ℓ1! ¨ ¨ ¨ ℓj !
E˜
«
jź
i“1
Bℓi
Baℓi
plogZm,npaq ´ gpbqq
ff
Therefore
(47)
ˇˇˇ
b“a
“
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k
ℓiě0
k!
ℓ1! ¨ ¨ ¨ ℓj!
rE« jź
i“1
rσℓipt1 ^ rq
ff
“
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k
ℓiě0
k!
ℓ1! ¨ ¨ ¨ ℓj!
E
«
jź
i“1
σℓipt1 ^ rq
ff
.
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Corollary 4.8. When r “ m, and k is even,
κkplogZm,nq “ κkpEnq ´ κkpSmq ´
k´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qjκplogZm,n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , logZm,nlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
j times
, Sm, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Smloooooomoooooon
k´j times
q and
“ nκkplogR
2q ´mκkplogR
1q
`
ÿ
πPP
p|π| ´ 1q!p´1q|π|
k´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
k
j
˙
p´1qj
ź
BPπ
E
“
plogZm,nq
aj,Bpbj,B pSm, a;mq
‰
,
where aj,B “ |B X t1, . . . , ju|, bj,B “ |B X tj ` 1, . . . , ku| “ |B| ´ aj,B. Moreover,
ErplogZm,nq
jpkpSm, a;mqqs “
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k
ℓiě0
k!
ℓ1! ¨ ¨ ¨ ℓj!
E
«
jź
i“1
σℓipt1q
ff
.
5 Estimates for the central moments
Lemma 5.1. Let 0 ď r and put Sn “
řn
i“1 gpa,Ri,0q where gpa,Ri,0q has finite moments of all
orders. Recall the notation (2) for the annealed expectation with respect to the polymer environment.
Then, for all k P N there exist finite constants Ck “ Ckpaq ą 0 which are locally bounded in a, such
that
Em,nr
`
St1 ´ St1^r
˘k
s ď Ck
`
Em,nrpt1 ´ t1 ^ rq
ks ` 1
˘
for all pm,nq P N2.
Here the centering is with respect to the annealed measure Em,n.
Proof.
Em,n
”`
St1 ´ St1^r
˘kı
“ Em,n
«ÿ
ląr
1tt1“lu
`
Sl ´ Sl^r
˘kff
(48)
` p´1qkPm,npt1 ď rqEm,nrSt1 ´ St1^rs
k. (49)
We now treat (48) and (49) separately.
(48) “ E
«ÿ
ląr
`
Sl ´ Sl^r
˘k
Qm,npt1 “ lq
ff
ď E
”`
Sl ´ Sl^r
˘k
1tSl´Sl^rąl´ru
ı
` E
«ÿ
ląr
pl ´ rqkQm,npt1 “ lq
ff
ď E
«
8ÿ
l“1
`
Sl
˘k
1tSląlu
ff
` Em,n
“
pt1 ´ t1 ^ rq
k
‰
.
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The last inequality follows from stationarity. Since Sl is an i.i.d. sum of mean zero random variables
which have finite moments of all orders,
E
”
pSlq
k
1tSląlu
ı
ď E
”`
Sl
˘2kı 12
P
`
Sl ą l
˘ 1
2
ď Ckl
k
2 E
«ˆ
Sl
l
˙kff 12
ď Ckl
´k
which is summable over l.
For equation (49), a slight modification of [11, Lemma 4.2] gives
(49) ď CpEm,nrt1 ´ t1 ^ rs ` 1q.
Taking the k-th powers and using Jensen’s inequality completes the proof.
Given a random variable X and p P r1,8q, we write
}X}p,E :“ Er|X |
ps
1
p ,
}X}p,Em,n :“ Em,nr|X |
ps
1
p
for the p-th norm with respect to the regular expectation E and the annealed expectation Em,n.
When m,n is understood we write E “ Em,n.
Lemma 5.2. For every integer k ě 2 there exists a constant Ck such that whenever tXiu
k
i“1 are
random variables with finite annealed moments, then
}κQk pX1, . . . , Xkq}p,E ď Ck
kź
i“1
}Xi}pk,E
where the centering on the right-hand side is with respect to the annealed measure E.
Proof. Em,n rXis are constants and therefore
κ
Q
k pX1, . . . , Xkq “ κ
Q
k pX1, . . . , Xkq.ˇˇˇˇ
ˇEQ
«ź
iPB
|Xi|
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
ď
ź
iPB
EQ
”
|Xi|
p|B|
ı 1
|B|
ď
ź
iPB
EQ
“
|Xi|
pk
‰ 1
k .
Using Ho¨lder’s generalized inequality again,
E
«
kź
i“1
EQr|Xi|
pks
1
k
ff
ď
kź
i“1
`
E
“
EQr|Xi|
pk
‰˘ 1
k
Taking the p-th root and plugging this into (15) yields the desired result with Ck “ pk´ 1q!2
k.
The following allows us to control moments of σkpt1 ^ rq in terms of annealed moments of the
exit time t1.
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Lemma 5.3. For any k P N, p P r1,8q, there exist positive constants Cpk, pq such that the following
two conditions hold for all r,M P N:
}σkpt1 ^ rq}p,E ď Cpk, pq
`
1` }pt1 ^ rq
k}p,E
˘
(50)
}σkpt1q ´ σkpt1 ^ rq}p,E ď Cpk, pq
`
1` }pt1q
k}2p,E
˘ }pt1qM }2pk,E
rM
. (51)
Proof. For l,m P N define
Xlpmq :“
mÿ
i“1
rBlLf pa,R1i,0q.
Taking Lp norms of (42), gives
}σkpt1 ^ rq}p,E ď
kÿ
j“1
ÿ
ℓ1`...ℓj“k´j
ℓiě0
}κQj pXℓ1pt1 ^ rq, . . . , Xℓjpt1 ^ rqq}p,E. (52)
}σkpt1q ´ σkpt1 ^ rq}p,E ď
kÿ
j“1
ÿ
ℓ1`...ℓj“k´j
ℓiě0
}κQj pXℓ1pt1 ^ rq, . . . , Xℓjpt1 ^ rqq}p,E. (53)
Lemma 5.2, Lemma 5.1, equation (52), and Jensen’s inequality give (50). By (53) and a telescoping
argument, to obtain (51) it suffices to bound }κQj pY1, . . . , Yjq}p,E where
Yi “
$’&’%
Xipt1 ^ rq for 1 ď i ă s
Xspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rq for i “ s
Xipt1q for s ă i ď j
and s P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ju is fixed. By Lemma 5.1 and Jensen’s inequality, for i ‰ s,
}Y i}pj,E ď }Y i}pk,E ď C2p,k p1` }t1}pk,Eq . (54)
By Jensen’s inequality, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Lemma 5.1, and Markov’s inequality,
}Y s}pj,E ď }Y s}pj,E “ }Xspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rq}pk,E
ď }Xspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rq1tt1ąru}pk,E ` Er|Xspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rq|1tt1ąrus
ď }Xspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rq1tt1ąru}pk,E ` Er|Xspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rq|1tt1ąrus
` |ErXspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rqs|Pm,npt1 ą rq
ď 2}Xspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rq}2pk,E}1tt1ąru}2pk,E ` |ErXspt1q ´Xspt1 ^ rqs|Pm,npt1 ą rq
ď C2p,k p1` }pt1 ´ t1 ^ rq}2pk,EqPm,npt1 ą rq
1
2pk
ď C2p,k p1` }pt1 ´ t1 ^ rq}2pk,Eq
}pt1q
M }2pk,E
rM
.
In the third to last inequality we again used a slight modification of [11, Lemma 4.2]. Another
application of Jensen’s inequality along with (54) gives (51).
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For the following lemma, recall the notation Ppa1,a2q and Epa1,a2q defined in Section 2.3.
Lemma 5.4. Assume the polymer environment is as in (12) and the sequence pm,nq “ pmN , nNq
8
N“1
satisfies
|m´Nψf
2
1 pa2q| _ |n´Nψ
f1
1 pa1q| ď γN
2
3
where γ is some positive constant. Then there exist finite positive constants C1, C2, C3, δ, δ1, b
(uniformly bounded in pa1, a2q such that for all N P N the following two bounds hold simultaneously
for j “ 1, 2: for all C1N
2
3 ď u ď δN ,
P
pa1,a2q
”
Qm,nptj ě uq ě e
´ δu
2
N
ı
ď C2
ˆ
Nk
u2k
´
E
pa1,a2qr
`
logZm,n
˘k
s ` Epa1pλjq,a2pλjqqr
`
logZm,n
˘k
s
¯˙
where a1pλq :“ a1 ` λ, a2pλq “ a2 ´ λ, λ1 “
bu
N
, and λ2 “ ´
bu
N
, while for u ě δN ,
P
pa1,a2q
“
Qm,nptj ě uq ě e
´δ1u
‰
ď 2e´C3.
Proof. Follow the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [14] verbatim up to the displayed inequality
p4.8q ď pP „logZm,npa1pλjq, a2pλjqq ´ logZm,npa1, a2q ě C3u2
N

.
Now rather than bounding by the second moment, bound by the k-th moment to get
p4.8q ď
ˆ
N
C3u2
˙k pE „´logZm,npa1pλjq, a2pλjqq ´ logZm,npa1, a2q¯k .
ď
C2N
k
u2k
´
E
pa1,a2qr
`
logZm,n
˘k
s ` Epa1pλjq,a2pλjqqr
`
logZm,n
˘k
s
¯
.
The proof of the second part is just as in Proposition 4.3 of [14].
Corollary 5.5. Suppose there exist δ, ǫ0, C ą 0 such that ra1 ´ ǫ0, a1 ` ǫ0s ˆ ra2 ´ ǫ0, a2 ` ǫ0s Ă
DpMf1q ˆDpMf2q and the following holds for every N P N and every λ P r´ǫ0, ǫ0s:
E
pa1pλq,a2pλqq
”`
logZm,n
˘kı
ď CN p
1
3
qk`δk (55)
where a1pλq “ a1 ´ λ, and a2pλq “ a2 ` λ. Then, for all ǫ ą 0 there exists a positive constant
C 1 “ C 1pǫ, k, a1, a2q such that the following bound holds for every N P N and every λ P r´
ǫ0
2
, ǫ0
2
s:
Epa1pλq,a2pλqq
“
ptjq
2k
‰
ď C 1N p
4
3
qk`δk`ǫ for both j “ 1, 2.
Here Epa1,a2q denotes the annealed expectations with respect to the measure on paths in the envi-
ronment (12).
Proof. Fix λ0 P r
´ǫ
2
, ǫ
2
s and put pa˜1, a˜2q “ pa1pλ0q, a2pλ0qq P DpMf1qˆDpMf2q. Note that a˜1`a˜2 “
a1`a2 “ a3 (see (12)). So by Remark 3 and (55), there exist positive constants N0 “ N0pb, ǫ0q P N,
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C1 “ C1pǫ0q, δ “ δpǫ0q such that for all N ě N0,
Epa˜1,a˜2q
“
ptjq
2k
‰
ď pC1N
2
3 q2k ` p2kqpǫNqǫ
ż δN
C1^N
2
3
u2k´1´ǫP pa˜1,a˜2qptj ě uqdu` C
1pδ, δ1, C3, N0q
ď
´
C1N
2
3
¯2k
` p2kqpδNqǫCC2N
p 4
3
qk`δk
ż δN
C1N
2
3
u´1´ǫdu
ď Cpǫ, k, ǫ0qN
p 4
3
k`δk`ǫq.
Note: We needed ǫ to be large enough such that bδ ď ǫ0
2
to ensure that for all N P N and all
u ď δN ,
`
a˜1 ˘
bu
N
, a˜2 ¯
bu
N
˘
P tra1pλq, a2pλqs : λ P r´ǫ0, ǫ0su.
Lemma 5.6. Assume the polymer environment is distributed as in (12) and the sequence pm,nq “
pmN , nN q
8
N“1 satisfies
|m´Nψf
2
1 pa2q| _ |n´Nψ
f1
1 pa1q| ď γN
2
3
where γ is some positive constant. Further, suppose there exist positive constants δ, ǫ0, tCku
8
k“1
such that ra1´ ǫ0, a1` ǫ0s ˆ ra2´ ǫ0, a2` ǫ0s Ă DpMf1qˆDpMf2q and the following hold for every
k,N P N and every λ P r´ǫ0, ǫ0s:
E
pa1pλq,a2pλqq
”`
logZm,n
˘kı
ď CkN
p 1
3
`δqk. (56)
Then for all ǫ ą 0, M ą 0, there exist positive constants tCj,l “ Cj,lpa1, a2, ǫ, δ,Mqu
8
j,l“1 (locally
bounded in a1, a2) such that for all N P N we have the following:ˇˇˇ
Er
`
logZm,n
˘j
plpSm, a1;mqs ´ Er
`
logZm,n
˘j
plpStτ u, a1; tτ uqs
ˇˇˇ
ď Cj,lN
´M ,
where Sr “
řr
i“1 logR
1
i,0, and τ “ N
p 2
3
` δ
2
`ǫq.
Proof. By (44), for all 0 ď r ď m,
E
”`
logZm,n
˘j
pkpSr, a1; rq
ı
“
ÿ
ℓ1`¨¨¨`ℓj“k
ℓiě0
k!
l1! . . . lj !
E
«
jź
i“1
σℓipt1 ^ rq
ff
where σ0pt1^rq “ logZm,n. It will therefore suffice to compare σℓipt1q with σℓipt1^rq. Specifically,
for fixed ℓ1, . . . , ℓj , such that
řj
i“1 ℓi “ k, we wish to estimate
E
«
jź
i“1
σℓipt1q ´
jź
i“1
σℓipt1 ^ rq
ff
.
By a telescoping argument it suffices to bound
E
«
σℓapt1q
ź
iPI1
σℓipt1q
ź
iPI2
σpt1 ^ rq
ff
´ E
«
σℓapt1 ^ rq
ź
iPI1
σℓipt1q
ź
iPI2
σpt1 ^ rq
ff
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where a P t1, 2, . . . , ju is such that ℓa ‰ 0, I1 “ t1, . . . , a´ 1u, I2 “ ta` 1, . . . , ju, and
řj
i“1 ℓi “ k.
By the generalized Ho¨lder inequality this is bounded by
}σℓapt1q ´ σℓapt1 ^ rq}2,E
ź
iPI1
}σℓipt1q}2pj´1q,E
ź
iPI2
}σℓipt1 ^ rq}2pj´1q,E (57)
Let I0 “ t1 ď i ď j : ℓi “ 0u. By Lemma 5.3, for any r,M P N,
(57) ď Cpℓa, 2q
`
1` }pt1q
ℓa}4,E
˘ }pt1qM }4ℓa,E
rM
}logZm,n}
|I0|
2pj´1q,E
ź
iRI0
Cpℓi, 2pj´1qq
´
1` }tℓi1 }2pj´1q,E
¯
.
(58)
Using the assumption (56), by Corollary 5.5, for any ǫ ą 0 there exists a constant Cpǫ, pq ě 1
(uniformly bounded in pa1, a2q such that
}logZm,n}p,E ď Cpp, pqN
p 1
3
`δq and
}pt1q
ℓ}p,E ď Cpℓ, pqN
p 2
3
` δ
2
qℓ` ǫ
p .
This implies the existence of positive constants C 1 “ C 1pk, j,Mq such that for all M P N and all
N P N,
(58) ď C 1N p
2
3
` δ
2
qℓa`
ǫ
4 ¨N p
2
3
` δ
2
qM` ǫ
4ℓa r´M ¨N p
1
3
`δq|I0| ¨
ź
iRI0
Np
2
3
` δ
2 qℓi`
ǫ
2pj´1q
Choosing
r “ tτ u ě N
2
3
` δ
2
`ǫ ´ 1,
we obtain the bound
C 1N p
1
3
`δqpj´1q`p 2
3
` δ
2
qk`2ǫ´Mǫ.
Now fix M0 “M0pǫ, δ, j, kq large enough such that such that
p
1
3
` δqpj ´ 1q ` p
2
3
`
δ
2
qk ` 2ǫ´M0ǫ ď ´K.
Before proceeding to Lemma 5.7, we note the following property of the polynomials pnpT, a; rq
introduced in (18):
Proposition 5.1. For each n,
pnpt, a; rq “
ÿ
j
cjpaqpt´ rψ0paqq
aj rbj ,
where cjpaq are independent of r and 0 ď aj , bj ď n are integers with
aj
2
` bj “
n
2
. (59)
In particular, if T “
řr
k“1 logXk where Xk „ mf paq, then we have for integers b, k ě 0
Er|pbpT, a; rq|
ks ď Cb,kr
kb{2. (60)
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Proof. The result is clearly true for p0pT, a; rq. Next, we note that if aj , bj satisfy (59), then
B
Ba
pt´ rψ0paqq
aj rbj ` pt´ rψ0paqq
aj rbj ¨ pt´ rψ0prqq
“ ´ ajψ1paqpt´ rψ0paqq
aj´1rbj`1 ` pt´ rψ0paqq
aj`1rbj .
Noting that
aj ´ 1
2
` bj ` 1 “
aj ` 1
2
` bj “
n` 1
2
,
the claim follows by induction from the definition (18).
Lemma 5.7. With the same assumptions as in Lemma 5.6, for all k P N there exist positive
constants Ck “ Ckpa1, a2q (locally bounded) such that for all even k ě 2.
ErplogZm,nq
ks ď CkN
p 1
3
` δ
3
qk for all N P N. (61)
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k “ 2, (61) holds with δ “ 0. Assuming the estimate
for even exponents less than k, we use the first expression in Corollary 4.8 to express the cumulant
κkplogZm,nq as a sum of terms of the formź
BPπ
E
“
plogZm,nq
aj,Bpbj,B pSm, a1;mq
‰
, (62)
where π is a partition of t1, . . . , ku into |π| blocks B, and aj,B ` bj,B “ |B|.
Using equation (44) and Lemma 5.6 with K ą 2k, we have, for τ “ n2{3`δ{2`ǫ,ź
BPπ
E
“
plogZm,nq
aj,Bpbj,B pSm, a1;mq
‰
“
ź
BPπ
E
“
plogZm,nq
aj,Bpbj,B pStτ u, a1; tτ uq
‰
`Opn´kq.
Taking absolute values and applying Ho¨lder’s inequality,ˇˇ
E
“
plogZm,nq
aj,Bpbj,B pStτ u, a1; tτ uq
‰ˇˇ
ď ErplogZm,nq
ks
aj,B
k Er|pbj,B pStτ u, a1; tτ uq|
k1 s
bj,B
k1
ď Cnpp1{3q`δ{4`ǫ{2qbj,BErplogZm,nq
ks
aj,B
k ,
where
aj,B
k
` 1
k1
“ 1. The last inequality follows from equation (60) in Proposition 5.1. Taking the
product over B P π, we have, up to a constant factor, the bound:
npp1{3q`δ{4`ǫ{2qbjErplogZm,nq
ks
aj
k , (63)
where
aj :“
ÿ
B
aj,B and bj :“
ÿ
B
bj,B,
so
aj
k
`
bj
k
“ 1. Note that for 1 ď j ď k ´ 1, we have aj ď k ´ 1. Applying Young’s inequality
xy ď 1
p
xp ` 1
q
yq to (63), we find that for η ą 0, any term of the form (62) is bounded by
ηErplogZm,nq
ks ` Cpηqnpp1{3q`δ{4`ǫ{2qk `Opn´kq.
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Combining this with Corollary 4.8, we have
κkplogZm,nq “ CpkqηErplogZm,nq
ks ` CpkqCpηqnpp1{3q`δ{4`ǫ{2qk `Opnq. (64)
Writing
κkplogZm,nq “ ErplogZm,nq
ks `
ÿ
|α|“k
0ďαiăk
cα
|α|ź
i“1
ErplogZm,nq
αi s, (65)
where the sum is over multi-indices α “ pα1, . . . , αkq,
ř
i αi “ k. If some αi “ k ´ 1, then the
product must equal zero. Therefore, by the induction assumption, all terms in the sum on the right
of (65) are of order npp1{3q`δ{3qk. Choosing η sufficiently small in (64) and absorbing ǫ{2 into δ{4,
we obtain the result.
5.1 Finishing the argument
Combining Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.7 we obtain the following:
Lemma 5.8. Assume the polymer environment is distributed as in (12) and the sequence pm,nq “
pmN , nN q
8
N“1 satisfies
|m´Nψf
2
1 pa2q| _ |n´Nψ
f1
1 pa1q| ď γN
2
3
where γ is some positive constant. Further, suppose there exist positive constants δ, ǫ0, Cpkq for
k P t2, 4, ¨ ¨ ¨ u such that ra1´ ǫ0, a1` ǫ0s ˆ ra2´ ǫ0, a2` ǫ0s Ă DpMf1q ˆDpMf2q and the following
hold for any even k and any λ P r´ǫ0, ǫ0s:
E
pa1pλq,a2pλqq
”`
logZm,n
˘kı
ď CpkqN p
1
3
`δqk.
Then there exist constants C 1pkq ą 0 for k P t2, 4, . . . u such that for any even k and any
λ P r´ ǫ0
2
, ǫ0
2
s:
E
pa1pλq,a2pλqq
”`
logZm,n
˘kı
ď CpkqN p
1
3
` δ
3
qk.
Theorem 1 will follow from repeated application of Lemma 5.8 once we prove the following:
Proposition 5.2. Assume the polymer environment is distributed as in (12) and the sequence
pm,nq “ pmN , nN q
8
N“1 satisfies
|m´Nψf
2
1 pa2q| _ |n´Nψ
f1
1 pa1q| ď γN
2
3 (66)
where γ is some positive constant. Then there exists positive constants ǫ0 and Cpkq for k P t2, 4, . . . u
such that ra1 ´ ǫ0, a1 ` ǫ0s ˆ ra2 ´ ǫ0, a2 ` ǫ0s Ă DpMf1q ˆDpMf2q and the following hold for any
even k and any λ P r´ǫ0, ǫ0s:
E
pa1pλq,a2pλqq
”`
logZm,n
˘kı
ď CpkqN p
1
3
` 1
6
qk. (67)
Proof. Since pa1, a2q P DpMf1q ˆ DpMf2q, there exists a positive constant ǫ0 such that ra1 ´
ǫ0, a1` ǫ0sˆ ra2´ ǫ0, a2` ǫ0s Ă DpMf1qˆDpMf2q. With notation as in Subsection 3.1, if we define
A :“ logZm,n, then A “ Sm ` En. Thus, for even k,
ErAks ď 2k´1pErpSmq
ks ` ErpEnq
ksq. (68)
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By Proposition 3.1, all four models described by (12) have the down-right property. So by the
discussion in Subsection 3.1, Sm and En are both sums of i.i.d. random variables whose common
distributions continuously depends on a1 and a2 respectively. Moreover, by Remark 2, all random
inside of the summations have finite exponential moments. Therefore, for every k P t2, 4, . . . u there
exists a positive constant Ck “ Ckpa1, a2q, which is continuous in pa1, a2q, such that
ErpSmq
ks ď Ckm
k{2 for all m ě 1
and
ErpEnq
ks ď Ckn
k{2 for all n ě 1.
Using equations (68) and (66) now yields the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 1. The four basic beta-gamma models (3)-(6) can all be described by equation
(12). So let ǫ ą 0 and pa1, a2q P DpMf1q ˆDpMf2q. Fix even integers k, M such that p ď k and
p1{6q
3M
ď ǫ.
By Jensen’s inequality, it suffices to show the bounds (9) and (10) hold with p replaced by k. Now
apply Proposition 5.2 followed by M consecutive applications of Lemma 5.8 to obtain the bound
(9). Finally, apply Corollary 5.5 to both t1 and t2 to obtain the bound (10).
A Proof of Theorem 5
The next lemma says that it suffices to verify Hypothesis 1 for fpxq “ e´bx, fpxq “ p1 ´
xqb´11t0ăxă1u, and fpxq “
´
x
1`x
¯b
where b ą 0.
For A Ă R write ´A “ t´a : a P Au and A´1 “ ta´1 : a P Au assuming that 0 R A.
Lemma A.1. If the function f satisfies Hypothesis 1, then so does the function gpxq :“ fp 1
x
q for
x P p0,8q, with the same constants Cjpaq.
Proof. Recall the notation in Sections 2.2 and 4.2. Clearly supppgq “ supppfq´1 and DpMf q “
´DpMgq. As in the proof of [14, Lemma A.1], one can verify that:
F gpa, xq “ 1´ F f p´a,
1
x
q for pa, xq P DpMgq ˆ supppgq
Lgpa, xq “ Lf p´a,
1
x
q for pa, xq P DpMgq ˆ supppgq
Hgpa, pq “
1
Hf p´a, 1´ pq
for pa, pq P DpMgq ˆ p0, 1q. (69)
Combining the last two equalities gives
Lgpa,Hgpa, pqq “ Lfp´a,Hf p´a, 1´ pqq for pa, pq P DpMgq ˆ p0, 1q. (70)
Recall also the definition of the derivative B˜ in (35). We write B˜f and B˜g to denote the dependence
on the underlying function. Recall that
B˜kgL
gpa,Hgpa, pqq “
Bk
Bak
Lgpa,Hgpa, pqq for all pa, pq P DpMgq ˆ supppgq.
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Applying B
k
Bak to equation (70) gives
Bk
Bak
Lgpa,Hgpa, pqq “ p´1qk
Bk
Bbk
`
Lf pb,Hfpb, 1´ pqq
˘ ˇˇˇ
b“´a
“ p´1qkB˜kfL
fp´a,Hf p´a, 1´ pqq,
so
B˜kgL
gpa,Hgpa, pqq “ p´1qkB˜kfL
f p´a,Hfp´a, 1´ pqq for all pa, pq P DpMgq ˆ p0, 1q.
Making the substitution x “ Hgpa, pq and using equation (69), we get
B˜kgL
gpa, xq “ p´1qkB˜kfL
f p´a,
1
x
q for all pa, xq P DpMgq ˆ supppgq.
Taking absolute values and using the fact that | log x| “ | log 1
x
| completes the proof.
Write C8pAq for the set of smooth functions defined on a set A. For a fixed f with non-empty
DpMf q and which is smooth on its open support, define the linear transformations T and S on
C8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq by
T phqpa, xq :“
1
xafpxq
ż x
0
hpa, yqya´1fpyqdy
Sphqpa, xq :“
Bh
Ba
pa, xq ` hpa, xq log x
for h P C8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq and pa, xq P DpMf q ˆ supppfq. Notice that when hpa, xq “ ψ
f
0 paq ´
log x, T phq “ Lf . Notice that B˜ in (35) is also a linear transformation on C8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq.
The following lemma gives a useful recursion for B˜kLf :
Lemma A.2. Assume f : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q has non-empty DpMf q, open supppfq, and satisfies
f P C8psupppfqq. If h P C8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq, then for pa, xq P DpMf q ˆ supppfq, and
pB˜T phqqpa, xq “ T ˝ Sphqpa, xq ´
„ˆ
a` x
f 1pxq
fpxq
˙
Lf pa, xq ` log x

T phqpa, xq ` hpa, xqLf pa, xq.
Moreover, if there exists an integer k ě 1 and a constant C “ Cpa0, a1q ą 0 such that
sup
aPra0,a1s
ˇˇˇˇ
Bh
Ba
pa, xq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
`
1` | log x|k
˘
for all x P R, (71)
then ż 8
0
hpa, yqya´1fpyqdy ” 0ñ
ż 8
0
Sphqpa, yqya´1fpyqdy ” 0.
Proof. Computation yields
BT phq
Ba
pa, xq “ ´ logx ¨ T phqpa, xq ` T ˝ Sphqpa, xq
BT phq
Bx
pa, xq “
ˆ
´
a
x
´
f 1pxq
fpxq
˙
T phqpa, xq `
hpa, xq
x
,
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which gives the first part. For the second part, by Remark 2 in Section 2.2, | logX | has finite
exponential moments. We can therefore exchange the derivative with the integral in the expression
B
Ba
ż 8
0
hpa, yqya´1fpyqdy.
For a P DpMf q and x ą 0, recursively define
h1pa, xq :“ ψ
f
0 paq ´ log x and
hnpa, xq :“ Sphn´1qpa, xq for n ě 2.
(72)
Then hnpa, xq is an n-th degree polynomial in log x with coefficients that are smooth in a. Thus,
there exist constants Cn ą 0 for n “ 1, 2, . . . such that
sup
aPra0,a1s
ˇˇˇˇ
Bhn
Ba
pa, xq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cn p1` | log x|
nq for all x ą 0.
By the second part of Lemma A.2,ż 8
0
hnpa, xqy
a´1fpyqdy “ 0 for all n P N and a P pa0, a1q. (73)
The functions hn will serve as a basis generating all functions obtainable from L
f through repeated
application of the operation B˜. To proceed we define some algebraic structures.
Given a subset F Ă C8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq, define ApF q Ă C
8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq to be the
algebra generated by F over the ring C8pDpMf qq. More specifically, g P ApF q ô there exist
c1, . . . , cn P C
8pDpMf qq and g1, . . . , gn P C
8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq such that
gpa, xq “
nÿ
i“1
cipaqgipa, xq for all pa, xq P DpMf q ˆ supppfq.
Now let
rpxq :“ x
f 1pxq
fpxq
(74)
for x P supppfq and put
F :“ tlog x, T phnqpa, xq, rpxqT phnqpa, xq : n P Nu .
Define the degree function deg : F Ñ Z` by
degplog xq “ 1 and degpT phnqq “ deg prT phnqq “ n for n P N.
Extend the degree function to ApF q by defining
degpcq :“ 0, degpg ¨ hq :“ degpgq ` degphq, and degpg ` hq :“ maxpdegpgq, degphqq
for c P C8pDpMf qq, and non-zero f, g P C
8pDpMf q ˆ supppfqq. Note that this turns deg into an
algebra homomorphism from ApF q into Z` with the p`,maxq algebra. For n P N, let An :“ tg P
ApF q : degpgq ď nu. Note that An is linear.
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Lemma A.3. Suppose supppfq is non-empty and open, DpMfq is non-empty, f is smooth on its
support, and the following two statements hold for every n P N :
1. rBr ¨ T phnq P An`1, and
2. there exists some Cn P CpDpMf qq such that
p1_ |rpxq|q |T phnqpa, xq| ď Cnpaq p1` | log x|
nq for all pa, xq P DpMf q ˆ supppfq.
Then f satisfies Hypothesis 1.
Proof. We first claim that
The operator B˜ maps An Ñ An`1 for all n P N. (75)
To see this, notice that B˜ satisfies a product rule:
B˜pg ¨ hq “ pB˜gq ¨ h` g ¨ pB˜hq,
and it maps C8pDpMf qq Ñ C
8pDpMf qq. Thus, to show (75), it suffices to show B˜plog xq P A1 and
for all n P N, B˜pT phnqq and B˜ pr ¨ T phnqq are in An`1.
Clearly, B˜plog xq “ Lf “ T ph1q P F has degree 1 by definition, so it is in A1. By Lemma A.2,
B˜pT phnqq “ T phn`1q ´
“
pa´ rpxqqLf ` log x
‰
T phnq ` hn ¨ L
f P An`1 (76)
since T phn`1q P An`1, T phnq P An, and r ¨L
f , Lf , log x P A1. Additionally, using r ¨T phn`1q P An`1
and r ¨ T phnq P An we see that r ¨ rBpT phnqq P An`1 as well. By assumption, rBprq ¨ T phnq P An`1, so
the product rule implies rB pr ¨ T phnqq P An`1,
which completes (75).
Now define
B :“
!
g P ApF q : there exists c P CpDpMf qq for which |gpa, xq| ď cpaq
´
1` | log x|degpgq
¯)
.
B is a sub-algebra of ApF q, which clearly contains log x. By assumption 2. in the statement of the
Lemma,
F Ă B, (77)
which implies B “ ApF q. Now Lf P A1 and (75) implies prBqnLf P An`1 Ă B which completes the
proof.
We now prove Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 5. By Lemma A.1, it suffices to consider only the functions fpxq “ e´bx, fpxq “
p1 ´ xqb´11t0ăxă1u, and fpxq “
´
x
1`x
¯b
for b ą 0. We check that the assumptions of Lemma A.3
are satisfied in these three cases.
First note that since hnpa, xq is an n-th degree polynomial in log x with coefficients that are
smooth in a, for every n P N there exists some rCn P CpDpMf qq such that
|hnpa, xq| ď rCnpaq p1` | log x|nq for all pa, xq P DpMf q ˆ supppfq. (78)
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Moreover, by (73),ż x
0
hnpa, yqy
a´1fpyqdy “
ż 8
x
hnpa, yqy
a´1fpyqdy for all x ě 0. (79)
Case 1: fpxq “ e´bx. Here supppfq “ p0,8q “ DpMf q, f is clearly smooth on p0,8q, and
rpxq “ ´bx. Notice that
B˜r “ ´bxLf “ r ¨ Lf
lies in A1 by definition. So clearly the first assumption of Lemma A.3 holds. We now check the
second assumption of Lemma A.3 is satisfied. When 0 ă x ď 1, using (78) and a ą 0,
|T phjqpa, xq| ď
ebx
xa
ż x
0
|hnpa, yq|y
a´1e´ydy ď
eb rCjpaq
xa
ż x
0
`
1` | log y|j
˘
ya´1dy
ď Cjpaq
`
1` | log x|j
˘
.
When x ą 1, using (78), (79), followed by the substitution y ÞÑ y
x
´1, and finally an application
of integration by parts yields
|T phjqpa, xq| ď
ebx rCjpaq
xa
ż 8
x
`
1` | log y|j
˘
ya´1e´bydy
“ rCjpaq ż 8
0
`
1` | logpy ` 1q ` log x|j
˘
ya´1e´bxydy.
“
rCjpaq
bx
`
1` | log 2|j ` | log x|j
˘
`Op
1
x2
q
ď
C˜jpaq
bx
`
1` | log x|j
˘
,
where we increased rCjpaq in the last step if necessary. Combining these two bounds yields the
desired result, completing the proof for Case 1.
Case 2: fpxq “ p1´xqb´11t0ăxă1u. Here supppfq “ p0, 1q, DpMf q “ p0,8q, f is clearly smooth
on p0, 1q, and rpxq “ ´pb ´ 1q x
1´x . To see that the first assumption in Lemma A.3 holds, notice
that
B˜r “ ´pb´ 1q
x
p1´ xq2
Lf “ r ¨
ˆ
1`
r
1´ b
˙
Lf .
Thus rBr ¨T phjq “ pr ¨Lf q ¨T phjq` 1b´1 pr ¨Lfq ¨ pr ¨T phjqq P Aj`1 since r ¨Lf P A1, and r ¨T phjq P Aj
by definition. We now check the second assumption of Lemma A.3 is satisfied. By (78), we have
the bounds ˇˇ
hjpa, yqy
a´1fpyq
ˇˇ
ď
" rCjpaq`1` | log y|j˘ya´1 if 0 ă y ă 1
2rCjpaqp1´ yqb´1 if 12 ď y ă 1.
Since a ą 0, for 0 ă x ă 1
2
,
|T phjqpa, xq| ď
2aCjpaq
xa
ż x
0
p1` | log y|jqya´1dy ď C˜jpaq
`
1` | log x|j
˘
(80)
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Similarly, using equation (79), for 1
2
ď x ă 1,
|T phjqpa, xq| ď
2a rCjpaq
p1´ xqb´1
ż 1
x
p1 ´ yqb´1dy ď rCjpaqp1´ xq. (81)
where we increased rCjpaq if necessary. Thus, for all 0 ă x ă 1, |rpxq| ď |b ´ 1| 11´x implies
|T phjqpa, xq| _ |rpxqT phjqpa, xq| ď Cjpaq
`
1` | log x|j
˘
.
This completes the proof for case 2.
Case 3: fpxq “
´
x
1`x
¯b
. Here supppfq “ p0,8q, DpMf q “ p´b, 0q, f is clearly smooth on
p0,8q, and rpxq “ b 1
1`x . To see the first assumption of Lemma A.3 is satisfied, notice that
B˜r “ ´b
x
p1` xq2
Lf “ ´r ¨
´
1´
r
b
¯
Lf .
Thus rBr ¨T phjq “ ´pr ¨Lf q ¨T phjq` 1b pr ¨Lf q ¨ pr ¨T phjqq P Aj`1 since r ¨Lf P A1, and r ¨T phjq P Aj
by definition. We now check the second assumption of Lemma A.3. By (78), we have the bounds
ˇˇ
hjpa, yqy
a´1fpyq
ˇˇ
ď
" rCjpaq`1` | log y|j˘ya`b´1 if 0 ă y ă 1rCjpaqya´1 if 1 ď y ă 8.
Since a` b ą 0, for 0 ă x ă 1,
|T phjqpa, xq| ď
2bCjpaq
xa`b
ż x
0
p1` | log y|jqya`b´1dy ď C˜jpaq
`
1` | log x|j
˘
(82)
Similarly, using equation (79), for 1 ď x ă 8,
|T phjqpa, xq| ď
2b rCjpaq
xa
ż 8
x
ya´1dy ď C˜jpaq. (83)
where we increased C˜jpaq if necessary. Thus, for all 0 ă x ă 8, |rpxq| ď |b| implies
|T phjqpa, xq| _ |rpxqT phjqpa, xq| ď Cjpaq
`
1` | log x|j
˘
.
This completes the proof for case 3.
B Finite exponential moments for the free energy
Lemma B.1. Assume the polymer environment is such that | logR1|, | logR2|, | log Y 1|, and
| log Y 2| all have finite exponential moments. Then,
|logZm,n| has finite exponential moments for all pm,nq P Z
2
`.
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Proof. Since logZ0,0 “ 0, logZk,0 “
řk
i“1R
1
i,0, and logZ0,k “
řk
j“1R
2
0,j , logZx has finite expo-
nential moments for any x P Z2`zN
2. When x P N2, the recursion (18) implies that`
log Y 1x ` logZx´α1
˘
^
`
log Y 2x ` logZx´α2
˘
ď logZx´log 2 ď
`
log Y 1x ` logZx´α1
˘
_
`
log Y 2x ` logZx´α2
˘
.
Thus
| logZx ´ log 2| ď
ˇˇ
log Y 1x ` logZx´α1
ˇˇ
_
ˇˇ
log Y 2x ` logZx´α2
ˇˇ
.
Since | log Y 1x | and | log Y
2
x | have finite exponential moments, and inductive argument finishes the
proof.
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